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ZPS - ZONE PLENUM SENSOR 

 The Zoning Plenum Sensor, Model ZPS, is a duct
mounted sensor used with the HYDROMAXX
MasterZone™ Control Panels. The ZPS senses the
supply air plenum temperature and protects the furnace,
compressor or heat pump from over temperatureas zone
dampers close down and air flow may be restricted and
especially when a by-pass is used and supply is mixed
back into the return air which can cause extreme plenum
temperatures. The ZPS protects the equipment by
cutting off the heating or cooling call when its limit
temperature is reached for either heating or cooling.
The ZPS insures the heating and cooling equipment is
protected when zoning.

 The ZPS senses the supply air temperature and the
actual control is on the zoning panel. The zoning panel
has an adjustable heating set point from 100ÆF to 170ÆF
and a fixed cooling set point at 45ÆF, for the ZPS. When
the supply air temperature rises above the heating set
point or below the cooling set point, the zoning panel
will lockout the heating or cooling equipment. The calls
are maintained and conditioned air is still delivered to
the zones. The ZPS must sense a 10ÆF drop in the
supply air temperature before bringing the heating back
on after tripping. In Cooling, the supply air must raise to
55ÆF before allowing the compressor to come back on.
The 10ÆF reset temperature allows an adequate off time
in order to prevent compressor/equipment short cycling.

The ZPS inserts into the supply air duct, see location
information and drawing below, and requires only two
(2) wires to the zoning panel. Lengths longer than 15
feet or that come in close contact with line voltage,
shielded cable is recommended.

 INSTALLATION

Choose a location for the ZPS in the supply air duct
downstream of the heat exchanger and cooling
evaporator coil, and before the by-pass and any zone
dampers. It is also recommended to not be directly in
line of sight with the heat exchanger or cooling
evaporator coil, if possible.
For Heat Pumps it is recommended to be located in the
air handler downstream of the evaporator coil and
before the strip heaters.
To Install:
1. Drill a ó” hole in the duct where the ZPS is to be
mounted.
2. Insert the ZPS into the hole opening and insure the probe
extends beyond any insulation.
3. Secure to the duct with self-tapping screws, provided.
4. Wire to the zoning panel.
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This chart is used to determine the temperature sensed by the
ZPS probe. Match the resistance reading to the temperature. 


